


The 35 mm SLR camera is recognized
the world over by discerning
amateurs and professíonals alike as
the best camera on the market. lt is
su perior to every other camera be-
cause of its idealvieurfinder, simple
lens-changing technique and vast
range of attachable accessories. The
first ever 35 mm SLR camera was
created by design engineers in
Dresden over 50years ago. Ever
since then it has been continuously
developed and improved. Microelec-
tronic components and sophisti-
cated technology play a decisive role
in modern-day camera production.
Thetask is to give photographers
more reliable and faster cameras that
relieve them from complicated tech-
nical details. The aim of the photo-
graphic industry in Dresden has al-
ways been to use the most modern
technology to design cameras that
pose no technical problems and are
simpleto operate. Design changes
are only made when they directly
improve the quality of the pictures-
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1 Framecounter
2 Cocking lever
3 Release button
4 Dial for "auto" and fixed

shutter speeds
5 Hot shoe with centre contacl

and additional contact

6 Window for reflection of aper-
ture value into viewfinder

7 Memory key
8 Rewind button with crank
9 Flash sync socket

l0 Self-timer
i1 Stop-down key

1 2 Aperture setting ring
1 3 Lens unlocking button
14 Focusing ring
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PTAKTIGAB@X
The SLR camera -for more pleasure
in the photo and its taking
there's no room for anything super-
fluous. So on a PRAKT|CAcamera
you won't be mystified bythe
monitor signals, norwill you haveto
play hunt-the-button. We only use
sensible technology in order to give
you quality and valuefor money.
Millions of photo enthusiasts allover
theworld confirm again and again
the soundness of this policy.
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REFLECTED
CHARM
S i n ce th e ea r I y d ay's r' :. i :.cra i: h y, e nth u s i a sts h av e

found itdifficultto.:,-' -:. .-; ci.arrn of reflections, a

traditional means.'.'''-.-s','nE a pictu re. So it takes a
keen eyetocreate :--.::'::r-.s ihat stand outfrom the
usual run-of-the-r' . --.,. -:s of this type. Beautif ul
women and mirrc'-..'-t l -g together. lf the intention
behindthe picture .r- r-'r c early and convincingly
translated into rea :. :s iÀ, exantples here show, it is
still possible to cree.: son.,ething new and imaginative
on this seemingiv '.,.: -l:eaten track.
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The PRAKTICA BC 1 represents the
very best in electronic 35 mm SLR
cameras from Dresden - tech nology
that really is of some use:

O Automatic electronic shutter speed control,
stepless from %ooo s to 40 s

O Sh utter speed i ndicator i n fi nder with speed
scale and LED display

O Manual exposurecompensationwithin + 2
exposure steps

O Adjustable from automatic to semi-auto-
matic. Semi-automatic mode: fixed shutter
speed is manually set and aperture is ad-
justed, or aperture is preselected and shutter
speed is adjusted. The Íixed shutter speed
set is i nd icated i n the viewfi nder by a fl ash i ng
LED,

O Measured value is "held" until shutter-
release when the memory key is pressed

O Centre-weig hted TTL light measurement
even if auto mode is switched off

O Manual (mechanical) shutter speed of %0 s,
even when the batteries have failed

a Aperture set is reflected into the viewfinder
and i ndicated at the lower edge of the finder
image

O Electronic TTL lig ht measu rement at fu Il

apertu re
O Stop-down key for checking depth of field
a Automaticflash synchronization when suit-

able computerized flash units are used.

Vievvfinder image of the
PRAKTICA BC 1

1 Flash readinesssignal
2 Overexposure signal

3 Shutterspeed LEDsfor
exposure control

4 Underexposure signal
5 Ground glass ring

6 Microprism ring
7 Triplewedge
8 Aperture value reflected into

viewfinder

PTTAKTIGAB@X
The fun in photography really starts
when you look in the viewfinder

O Focusing system: Fresnel lens with new
triple wedge, microprism ring and ground
glass ring.

O VieMinder image shows some 90 % of
f rame.

a Metal-leaÍ instant-retu rn shutter
O PRAKTICA bayonet for connecting inter-

changeable lenses and extension acces-
so ries.

O Connecting pointfor motorwinder
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With your PRAKTICAcamera chang-
ing lenses is no problem. The vast
range ofsubjects requires a range of
lensesto match in orderto achieve
the most effective picture. You can
only realize your ambitious photo
ideas with a suitable lens. The range
of PRAKTICA lenses stretchesf rom
the extraordinary perspectives of the
super-wide-angle lenswith a 20 mm
focal length to the maximum of the
1000 mm telephoto lens which can
bring extremely distant subjects in to
fill the whole frame. Most of the high-
quality lenses have been coated sev-
eraltimes, so their sharp contrast,
neutral colour reproduction and
excellent definition come as no
su rprise,
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PEAKTIGA C)biGrkHve
Sensitive and
creative photography

Lenseswith bayonetfoÍthe PRAKTICABC 1, BCA and
pÍsdecessots

Angleoí Minimum
viow focus (m)

PRAKTICAR 2.8I/20
PRAKTICAR 2.8/28
PBAKTICAR 2,4/35
PRAKTICAR .I.IUsO

PRAKTICAR 1.8/50
I\4ACRO-PRAKTICAR 2.8/55
PFAKTICAF 1.8/80
PRAKTICAR 2.8/135
PRAKTICAR 3,5/135
PRAKTICAR 4"/3OO

PRAKTICAR 5.6/500 with adapter
PRAKTICAR 5.6i 1000with adapter

93"
75"
ol
45"
46"

30"
19"

1 8.5'
8'
5'

o.20
0.25
0.22
0.36
0.45
o.25
0.65
1.70
1.00
4.00
6.00

16.00

Lenseswith M42 x 1 screwthÍeadÍorthe PRAKTICA
MTL58 and other PRAKTICA L models

AngleoÍ Àrinimum

view focus (m)
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FLEKTOGONauto2.Si/20fromJENA93" 0.19
PENTACON auto 2.8/29 73 0.25
FLEKTOGONauto2.4/35ÍromJENA62' 0.19
PENïACON auto 1.8/50 47" 0.33
PANCOLARautol.S/S0fromJENA 46' 0.35
T2.8/sofromJENA 45' 0.35
PANCOLABautol.Si/SofromJENA 30.4' 0.80
PENTACONauto2.S/135 18' 1.70
Sauto3.5/l35fromJENA 18' 1.00
s auto 2.8/180 with adap., Írom JENA 14' 1.7O

s auto 2.8/200fromJENA 12.5" 2.20
PENTACON auto4/200 12.4" 2.70
Sauto4/300withadap..fÍomJENA 8" 4.00
PRAKTICAR 5.6/500with adapter 5" 6.00
PRAKTICAR5.6/1000withadapter 2.5' 16.00

The lens programme can be supplemented by a

number oÍ lenses of other makes. especially zoom
lenses.



Faster, higher, longer-these are some of the criteria
used in short. The chase after records, either personal
bests or in the different classes, is the motivation. And it
is speed and pacethat impress. Allthe sweat of training,
the sacrifices and the set-backs are forgotten when
success finally comes. The committed sport photo-
grapher owes the sportsmen and women a similar
degree of quality. Speed, sureness and quick reactions
are also attributes of the PRAKTICA camera range. This
teamed with an experienced photographer behind the
camera providesthe basisfortaking top-class photos of
top-cl ass spo rti ng ach i eve m e nts.



Automatic shutter speed control is
an impressivefeature of the PRAKTI-
CA BCA. You selectthe aperture and
the camera computer automatica I ly
sets the correct sh utter speed, which
can be anywhere in the range from
%ooo s to 1 s. The electronics selectthe
values steplessly. That means that
speeds like %rs s or %6 s are possible.
And that is exactly what you need for
correct exposure whatever the situa-
tion. Now every photo can be a suc-
cess. And because we've made the
technical side of the PRAKTIcA BCA
uncomplicated you can devote your
full attention to you r subject. With
this handy automatic SLR camera,
you can use your photographic
imagination to the full.

Technical featuÍes oÍthe PRAKTICA BCA -Íor
sure-Íire photography :

lD Computer-controlled shutter speeds from
%ooo s to 1 s, taki ng apertu re a nd fi I m speed
into consideration between 1 2 and
3200 lso/ASA.

1 Frame counter
2 Cocking lever
3 Release button
4 Mode selector for "auto", B,

%o s and battery check
5 Hot shoe with centre contact

and additional contact

6 Window for ref lection oÍ aper-
ture value into viewfinder

7 lndexforoverride value and
film speed

8 Rewind button with crank
9 Film speed and override dial

10 Self-timer
1 1 Aperture setting ring
1 2 Lens unlocking button
13 Focusing ring

PRAKTIGAB@A
The automatic route
to quality SLR pictures

O Focusingsystem: Fresnel lenswith diagonal
triple wedge, microprism ring and ground
glass ring.

O LEDs in difíerent colours in the viewfinder
inform on:
-shutterspeedsfrom %ooosto %os; shutter
speeds Írom %o sto 1 s; overexposure or
underexposure; flash readi ness (suitable
computerized flash units); battery condition.
Apertu re is ref lected into the viewf inder.

O Manual override oÍ exposure data by
t 2 steps.

O Electronic aperture setting transÍer. Conse-
quently TTL lig ht measurement at fu ll aper-
ture, i.e. brightfinder image even if close-up
accessories and interchangeable lenses are
used.

a Temperature-resistant metal-leaf instant-
return shutter (focal-plane shutter) that
enables shutter speeds of any Iength.

O Electron ic flash synch ronization at %o s; th is
speed can also be worked with when the
battery hasfailed.

O H ot shoe with centre contact for synch ron iza
tion of electro n ic flash u n its and contact for
computerized Ílash units.

O Connection for motorwinder.
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IN WITH
THE GIRLS

Our nearest and dearestform popular subjects for
photos. But there are a wealth of reasons f or rnctucting
other peaple in our photcts. Classical portrait pictures
can reveal the true chracter of their subject, or you can
shotw people Ín typical surroundings. Whether just as a
personal reminder or for any other ïeason, deliberate
picture composition increasesthe pleasure in photo-
graphy. And the pleasure begins when taking the píc
ture with the exciting feeling of catching something
attractive, interesting and worth communicating in the
v!ewfínder of your PRAKTICA.
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Before pressing the release button of
your PRAKTICA BCA carefully select
your subject and focus accurately.
And that's allyou need to do. Be-
cause the camera is equipped with a

fu I ly automatic electronic sh utter
speed control system which shows
the appropriatevalue atthe right-
hand side of the viewÍinder. To make
life even easier only two sets of
information are given: a green LED
lights up for shutter speeds between
%mo s 3fld %o s, indicating thatthe
picture can be taken. A yellow LED
lights upÍorspeeds between %os

and 1 s-this indicatesthatyou
should use a tripod or some other
sort of support if available. A red LED
nextto an arrowwill come on in the
case of underexposure or overexpo-
sure, prompting you to changethe
apertu re to reach the correct expo-
sure. lf you don't succeed in this way
to make the underexposure signal
disappear you can either use a flash
unit or an extra-slow shutter speed
by switching the mode selectorto
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Successful photos -
"8". You won'tfind thatthe automa-
tic shutter speed control system re-
stricts you r creativity, either. lf you
wantto achieve effects using over- or
underexposure you can override the
exposure manually by + 2 steps.
The camera is usually supplied with
the standard PRAKTICAR 1.8/50 lens.
A range of additional PRAKTICA
lenseswith focal lengthsfrom 20 mm
to 1 000 mm is also available-all
fitted with the PRAKTIcA bayonet.
Using the special adapteryou can
also fit lenses and attachments f rom
the PRAKTIC AM 42 x 1 screw-thread
range.
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PHAKTIGAB@A
thanks to the built-in LEDs

Viewfinder image oÍ
PRAKTICA BCA
1 Overexposure signal
2 Signal for shutter speed range

f rom %o s to %ooo s

,;

3 Signal for shutter speed range
Írom1s10%os

4 Underexposure signal
5 Flash readiness signal
6 Ground glass ring
7 Microprism ring

8 Triplewedge
9 Aperture value reflected into

viewf inder





Flash is always used wheneverthe
light is not bright enough for photo-
g raphy. That's why PRAKTICA
cameras are fitted with a hot shoe
that accepts an electronicflash unit
with a counterpart. These two parts
guarantee sure mechanical and elec-
tronic co-ordination between ca mera
and flash unit. With computerized
flash units we can forget about the
long and involved calculations that
had to be done for each photo in the
past, forthe guide number of the
flash unit, the distance of the subject
and the aperture, for example. A
computerized unit will automatically
provide the necessary light dosage
for each picture, according to the
distance ofthe subject from the flash
and the amount of light it reflects into
the camera. And if you use a com-
puterized flash unit specially de-
signed forthe PRAKTIGA BC 1 or BCA
the camera will automatically select
the flash sync time. As soon asthe
flash is ready a green LED lights up in
the viewfinder next to the flash sym-

PHAKTIGA
lncreasing the pleasure
in photography in a flash

bol. With every other electronicflash
unitthe fixed flash sync time of the
camera hasto be set.

PRAKTICA BC1 with system-de-
signed electronic flash unit
PRAKTICA BC 3600
1 Mounting groove for acces-

sories
2 Flash tube housing
3 Swivellingflash head
4 Automatic sensor
5 Connection pointÍor high-

voltage a.c. battery
6 Locking ring
7 Battery compartment lid
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The automatic exposure system of
the PRAKTICA B cameras meansyou
no longer havetoworryworking out
the shutter speed. Once you've
selected an apertu re appropriate to
the general lighting conditions all
you've got to do is press the release
button. Correct exposure is guaran-
teed, f rame by f rame. The camera
computer takes every change in the
lighting conditions into account. The
light which will produce the picture is
metered insíde the camera. The in-
tensity of the light striking the highly-
sensitive light receiver- it depends
on the brig htness ofthe su bject to be
photographed - determines the re-
sult of the measurement. The light is
measured atfull aperture and max-
imum viewfinder brightness, and the
val ue is electronically transferred
into the computer.
ln PRAKTICA cameras. the centre-
weighting light metering method is
applied. The light is measured in the
centre of theviewfinder. ln almost
every case this will showthe most

PRAKTICA BC 1

1 Memory key
2 Release button

PEAKTICAtsGX
An automatic memory that can cope
with everytype of light

important details of the subject. Ex-
treme lighting conditions tend to
arise in the case of against-the-light
shots and pictures showing sharp
contrast. lf in such a case you want
the main subject to be clearly de-
picted you have to operate the manu-
al override. The exposure will then
be based exclusively on the most
important point of the picture. So
with the PRAKTICA BC 1 you mea-
su re the light of this point and store
the value by pressing the memory
button. Then you step back and re-
lease; inthiswaythe photo istaken
with the stored shutter speed.
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The viewfinder of the PRAKTICA
gives you a large, clear and bright
image with true colour reproduction
for you to judge the picture and focus
accurately. That's the principle be-
hind SLR cameras that never fails to
impress. The light passesthrough
the lensto reach the mirror. From
there it is reflected through thefocus-
ing system to the prism and on to the
viewfinder eyepiece. A Fresnel lens
forms the focusi n g system. The
image-receiving surface of this lens
is precision engineered so that this
lens alone would guarantee accurate
focu si ng.
But in order to achieve the
highest possible degree ofsharP-
ness in focusing, additional indi-
cators are positioned in its centre.
And this is where the functioning of
the triple wedge is so imPressive
enabling you to focus with pin-point
accuracy.
The wedge system clearly
indicates even the slightest degree of
blur by staggering the contours oÍ Fï

PRAKTIGA
The sure and simpleway
to sharp SLR pictures

the image whether they are horizon-
tal, vertical or diagonal. And you
don't even need to turn the camera.

Function of the triple wedge
Object in focus

Object out oÍ focus
Th e object i s o ut oÍ focus iÍ the
contours in the middle wedge
are out of alignment with
those oÍ the outer wedges.
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35 mm SLR cameras are associated
with advanced tech nology, versatili-
ty, sureness and reliability, Some-
timesthe SLR camera is described as
a camera that can almost perform
miracles. Ouite rightlytoo. And in the
50yearsorso sincethe birth of the
SLR 24 x 36, PRAKTICAcameras
have done a great deal to contribute
to their popularity. The routeto suc-
cess of the PRAKTICA L model has
been particularly sensational.
And even though in almost a decade
millions of these cameras have been
bought all overthe world the extra-
ordinary demand remains the same
as it ever was.
The latest model in this popular
series is the PRAKTICA MTL 5 B. lt is
the ideal camera for an uncompli-
cated introduction into SLR photo-
graphy, having all the usual features
of the SLR camera, like the viewfin-
der,TTL light measurement, inter-
changeable lenses and a multitude
of accessories. And just like its pre-
decessors it pays special attention to

PHAKTIGA N4ïT[=58
for SLR-quality photos
Sound technology

the focusing element. The overal I

construction makes this a basic
camera everyone can afford.

1 Frame counter
2 Cocking Iever
3 Film speed and override dial

4 Hot shoe with centre contact
5 Rewind button with crank
6 Oblique release button
7 Metering key

8 Self-timer
I Aperture setting ring
10 Focusing ring
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Trees, whether standing alone or in groups, are almost
everywhere around us, givíng the scenery its particular
character. They also ref lectthe seasons. The multitude
of form and colour gives off unmrstakeable optical
signals, which is probably the reason why they have
been favourite subjects for pai nti ngs for centu ries. And
the same appliesto photography. Trees ntake satisfying
subjectsfor photossincethey place almost no lÍmit on
yourcreativity. According to the idea and mood of the
photographerthey can form pictures that are sober and
business-like or romantic and poetic. Their delicate
graphic lines and large flat areas make appealing photo-
graphic subjects. Trees offer countless possibilites,
whether you want a light, f loating mood or to create an
impression of heaviness. And effective use of colour
can make the picture even more interesting, especially
blue colours wltich seem to recede into the distance.
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The large, bright image of the Fresnel
lens with its threeway focusing sys-
tem togetherwith the internal light
metering of the PRAKTICA MTL 5 B

provide a sound basis for simple and
effective photog raphy. The internal
metering system forms part of the
automatic shutter speed control
mechanism. You choose the aper-
ture or shutter speed and the rest ls
easy- just match the other compo-
nent by shifting the meter needle in
the viewfinder. The exposure will be
correct when the needle is horizon-
tal. The needle rises to indicate over-
exposure and drops in the case of
underexposure. That also leaves you
room to try out different exposu res,
indeed the camera almost provokes
creative experimentation. These are
the specia I Íeatu res that make th is
camera a best-seller:

O metal-leaf Íocal-plane shutter Íor %ooo s bis
1 s and B (any length of time).

a TTL light metering system with beam split-
ter, light concenlÍator and photoresistor as
part ofthe automatic exposure system.
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PPAKTICAN4ïTLSB
Viewfinder for perfect exposure control -
leaving room for creativity

tt Favourable arrangement of the metering
key: metering and release in one stroke.

a Shortest synctime for electronicflash : %zs s.

O Pentaprism finder with ready i ndicator.
O Focusing system: Fresnellenswith triple

wedge, microprism ring and ground glass
ring.

a Automatic PL film loading system.
O Oblique release llutton.
a lnstant-return mirror.
O Rapid wind-up Iever with narrow cocking

a ng le.
a Self-timer.
O Automatic f rame cou nter.
O Standard PENTACON auto 1.8/50 lens with

shortest focusi ng dista nce of 33 cm - idea I

fo r close-u ps without a ny attach ments bei ng
n ecessa ry.

O Lens connecti on: M 42 x 1 screwthread.

ViewÍinder of the
PRAKTICA MTL 5B
1 Meter needle
2 Ground glass ring
3 Microprism ring
4 Triple wedge
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THE EFFORT
PAYS OFF
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The automatic shutter speed control
system of the PRAKTICA BC 1 and the
BCA can be manually overriden. This
is usually only necessa ry for photos
taken under extreme lighting condi-
tions, such as against-the-light shots
and where dark and light portions are
not balanced. with the PRAKTICA BC

1 you justtake a light measurement
of the most important detailfrom
close-up and storethevalue in the
camera's memorY. But such a close-
up measurement is not always Pos-
sible: even then it's no Problem to
manually override the automatically
set shutter speed. The scale for the
manual override values can be found
on the camera cover and rangesf rom
+2lo -2exposure stePs. And You
can adjust by half a step. ln thisway
you have complete control even over
subjects with an extremely high de-
gree of contrast. We recommend a

"minus" override (shorter exposu re

time) for a small, bright object in
front of a large, dark background
(leaves shining in front of a dark

PRAKTICA BCA
1 lndexfor override value and

film speed
2 Scale for override values

PETAKTIGA
Adaptable exposures
Íor individual com Positions

wood, for example), and a "plus"
override (longer exposure time)for a

small dark object in front of a very
bright background (blackcat in front
of a whitewall). A "plus" override is
also advisable in the case of scenery
pictu res where brig ht sky covers a
large portion and picturestaken
against a very strong light in orderto
better reproduce the detai ls ofthe
dark objects. High-key effects, i.e.
soft colours and no contrast or tone-
in-tone (diffuse light, fog or a snow
landscape, for example), the end ef-
fect of which is also a slight overex-
posure, also require manual override
ofthe exposure according to the ef-
fect to be created. And those who
enjoy experimenting can extend the
override range by deliberately set-
ting a wrong film speed.
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SENSITIVE
VIEWING
Pictu res that are th at little bit d ifferent catch the eye.
Different in that they show something unreal, illogical
orthought provoking, conveying an individual mes-
sage. Considered use of a PRAKT|CAtrains the eye and
the form and colou r receptiveness, even for off-beat
photosthat aren't meant to be taken too seriously. The
subtle language of colours and the discreet mood
created bythe light imply a well-developed photo-
graphic sense.
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You'll never realize just how much
your PRAKTICA can do until you ex-
plore our range oÍ accessories. On
top of additional lenses we have
ranges especially designed for close-
ups, microphotography and as-
trophotography to help you broaden
your repertoire. Not forgetting our
equipment for reproducing and sl ide
copying. And small equipment can
have a big effect too. With the eye
cup, lens hood for against-the-light
shots, focusing magnif ier, angle f in-
der, focusing slide, tripod and cable
release optimal focusing becomes
even easier in all photographic situa-
tions and you r pictu res a re f ree from
blur even when you use excessively
slow shutter speeds. Filters for col-
our and black and white photos en-
able you to increase colour bright-
ness and bring out the contrast as
well as to place emphasis on the
most important parts of the picture.
So you have practically a f ree hand
asfar as special effects and creating
moods is concerned. And so thatyou
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PPAKTIGA
Accessories that open the door
to a whole newworld of possibi

can get morefrom yourcolourslides
we created our slide copying device,
which when used in conjunction with
the bellows attachment or extension
rings enable you to reproduce indi-
vidually Íiltered du plicates, picture
details, solarizations, photomon-
tages and much more, simply and
with no fuss.

lities
PBAKTICA BCA with bellows at-
tachment, slide copying attach-
ment and cable release
'l Bellows attachment
2 Standard lens
3 Light-excluding bellows
4 Fi I m ca rrier
5 Film pressure plate
6 Pins forfilm ends
7 Cable release
8 Adjusting knobÍorfocusing
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Close-ups from a short or extremely
short distance have traditional ly
been one of PRAKTICA's strong
points. All the advantages ofthe
sophisticated SLR tech nology come
into their own and the resulting pic-
tures can surprise and inspire. And
you can fitthe bellows attachment or
extension rings and then forget
aboutthem -they allow you to take
pictures absolutely as normal.
The bright and clearviewfinder im-
age enables you to choose the right
section and then focus accurately.
The automatic bellows of the PRAK-
TICA B cameras and the automatic
extension rings ensu re the correct
functioning of the automatic stop-
down system of the lenses. The
bayonet extension rings and bellows
attachment transfer the apertu re set-
ting to the camera computer any
leads being necessary. TheTTL light
meteri ng system automatical lytakes
any extension factors into account.
Whatever the task the automatic
sh utter speed control system is

PRAKTICA BC 1 with angle finder,
bellows attachment and cable
re I ease
l Anglefinder
2 Camera standard
3 Bellows
4 Lens standard
5 Lens unlocking button
6 Cable release
7 Adiusting knob Íor Íocusing

slide

Constant work on the cameras,
lenses and accessories may lead
to minor changes from the text.
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PHAKTIGA
Professional quality close-u ps
with astonishing ease

always reliable. Just by using the
extension rings and a standard lens
you can take a negative orcolour
slide of a small object and bring it up
to almost natural size. The bellows
attachment can be continuously ad-
justed and, when used togetherwith
a standard lens, image scales of upto
2.8 can be achieved. That means that
small objects measuring 9 mm x
13 mm will fillthe whole frame with-
out being trimmed.








